
P1617

Coast Sling Tote

Materials:    600D poly canvas
Colors:  Grey, Navy, Maroon

As Low As $9.65 (R)

Made of 600D heathered polycanvas this stylish sling 
tote is simple but practical! The tote features a large 
compartment and a zip top  and a small zip pocket 
inside for keys, phone, or other essentials. It can be 
hand carried or be used as a sling with its detachable 
shoulder strap. It is the perfect piece for conventions 
or travel.    

P1611

Jet Tote

Materials:    600D poly canvas
Colors:  Brown, Grey, Navy

As Low As $5.08 (R)

This spectacular tote is a great steal! This tote is 
simple, fashionable, and practical. It is a great piece 
for your daily use, convention, or travel. Made of 
600D polycanvas , a pen loop on the side for quick 
access to complete this lovely piece.

P1615

Metro Tote

Materials:    600D poly canvas
Colors:  Brown, Grey, Navy

As Low As $6.43 (R)

Made of heather polycanvas, this stylish tote is 
perfect for convention or personal use. The spacious 
main compartment has a zipper top closure. The dual 
carry handles are reinforced with two dual-bar stitch-
ing which doubles as a pen loop.

ASI 79384   PPAI 467131   UPIC PN467131   SAGE 68955
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* All prices include one color imprint
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P3605

Folding Backpack

Materials:   210d poly
Colors:       Black, Blue, Red

As Low As $7.01 (R)

This convenient, light-weight backpack is the perfect 
travel piece. It easily unfolds into a full size backpack 
for extra storage space. To condense, simply reverse 
the front zipper pocket and tuck in the backpack to 
form the easy-to-carry pouch. The pouch is small 
enough to fit in your purse or luggage and easily 
unfolds to a functional backpack. It has two mesh 
pockets on the sides for bottles. Made of 210D Poly.     

P9605

Folding Duffel

Materials:   210d poly
Colors:       Black, Blue

As Low As $8.13 (R)

This convenient, light-weight duffle is the perfect 
travel piece. It easily unfolds into a carry on duffle for 
extra storage space. To condense, simply reverse 
the front zipper pocket and tuck in the duffle inside 
to form the easy-to-carry pouch. The pouch is small 
enough to fit in your purse or luggage. It’s completed 
with dual handles and adjustable shoulder strap. 
Made of 210D Poly.  

P9418

Knight Sport Duffle

Materials:  600D heather polycanvas
Colors:       Grey, Navy, Marron

As Low As $9.65 (R)

Made of modern 600D heather polycanvas, this duffle 
mixes simplicity and style. Featuring a zippered main 
compartment and a front open pocket this duffle is a 
perfect gym bag or weekender.

P9423

Urban Duffle

Materials:  600D poly canvas
Colors:       Grey, Navy

As Low As $24.08 (R)

This stylish duffle is done in heather poly canvas. The 
sporty stylish design really stands out in a crowd! The 
front has a zipper pocket to safely store all your small 
essentials along with two mesh pockets for bottles. 
The spacious main compartment includes a removable 
board for extra support and four rubber feet at the 
bottom to protect it against wear and tear. Finished 
with dual carry handles and a removable shoulder 
strap.
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